
Hugo Automotive Parts - Hugo, Minnesota -Need for strong organizational simplicity -Need for designated dismantlement spaces and 
storage for dismantling equipment

Kangan Institute, ACE (Automotive Centre of 
Excellence) - Melbourne, Australia
 -Simplicity within materials
 -Programing and spatial research
 -Importance of classrooms and laboratory 
spaces

-Need for high bay adaptable workspaces New Martini Hospital - Goningen, Netherlands
 -Lifecycle Construction/Deconstruction
 -Natural Lighting 

-Need for �exible and adaptable 
interior wall systems. 

Veolia Materials Recovery Center - Oslo, Norway
 -Passive Design Strategies
 -Construction Cost Considerations

Vehicle Deterioration Transportation from tra�c danger 
 -By Truck

Vehicle value appraisal - Decision to resell, repair, 
refurbish, remanufacture or cannibalization

Vehicle chemical and hazardous materials 
removal, containment, destruction or resale

Vehicle Repairing or refurbishing for resale
 -Individual parts removed and replaced for 
eventual reuse. 

Material Separation for remanufacturing
 -Individual component are distributed to 
original manufacturers for introduction into 
new vehicles. 

Vehicle Cannibalization 
 -Heavy hydraulic and diesel crushing 
equipment as scrap material

Storage and shipping of scrap materials for 
highest material value

Vehicle crushing
 -Crushing, grinding and ferrous metal 
separation to complete cannibalization
 -Metals remanufactured into stock, leftover 
plastics reground and sent to land�lls as “�u�”
 -Plastics “�u�” layered as nondegradable 
sealant on top of land�lls for methane 
capturing
 

Valuable materials remanufactured and shipped 
to various manufacturers in world economy
 -In St. Paul context this means sent south by 
train and barge to steel manufacturing cities like 
St. Louis and shipped out by cargo ship through 
New Orleans

Connection to transportation systems 
 -Trucks

-Trains -Boats and barges Ability to move various heavy objects and 
components with ease\
 -Introduction of an overhead bridge crane 
system

Public Awareness 
 -Observation space for public viewing, private 
investors or researching observers 

Large operable high bay workshops
 -Housing and operation of changing and 
technologically advancing dismantling 
equipment
 -Safety and awareness of workers

Laboratory Spaces
 -Flexible controlled laboratory spaces for 
automotive research

Showroom
 -Showroom spaces for public viewing and 
research demonstrations

Museum Space
 -Space for public education and automotive 
research demonstration and presentation

Original Site Analysis Site analysis - Visual orientation
 -Advantageous views on the site

Topographical analysis of site Spatial conceptual clustering Iteration 1
 -Physical separation of workspaces and 
laboratory spaces
 -Large ine�cient envelope
 -Requires Trucks to circle the structures and 
bridge the train tracks

Iteration 2
 -Closed building system with interior cranes
 -Overcomplicated pentagon layout creates 
awkward spaces on the interior

 -Considerations for segregating vehicles from trains, barges  and 
people by bridging between them all

-Simpli�ed layout allowed for cumulative design 
analysis, demonstration and graphical representation 
-Technical information became easy to incorporate and 
study 

Iteration 3
 -Simpli�ed layout 
segregating public from 
private spaces

Automotive Lifecycle

Building deconstruction and recyclability
 -Rigid structural system with segregated 
mechanical and interior wall systems for 
function adaptability lengthening building 
lifespan
 -Bolted connections to encourage 
deconstruction
 -Simple layout with expansion opportunities
 -Simple currently recyclable materials 
  -Steel, aluminum, glass, concrete
  -Minimal foams and plastics aside from 
envelope
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